It is shown that in the standard vacuum 5D Kaluza-Klein gravity there is wormhole-like solutions which look like strings attached to two D-branes. The asymptotical behaviour of the corresponding metric is investigated.
Introduction
In string theory the strings are the matter and consequently the inner structure of string is not defined. It is like to the situation in the classical and quantum field theories: the point-like electron does not have any inner structure. It is well known that the structureless electron leads to such difficulties as the infiniteness electron mass, infinities in loops of Feynman diagrams and so on. In string theory the pointwise electron is dragged out in one dimension and the inner structure remains yet unknown.
Einstein has offered an idea that pointwise electron has an inner structure and it is a bridge (wormhole on the modern language) between remote parts of a Universe. Up to now this program is not realized as there are many difficulties connected with this idea. For instance the geometrical interpretation of the spin is not clear in this electron model. In Ref's [1] it is shown that this idea may be is more applicable for strings not for pointlike particles. In these papers it is shown that in the standard 5D Kaluza-Klein gravity there is flux tube solutions filled with electric and magnetic fields and certain part of this solution can be superlong and superthin. The cross section of this flux tube can be choosen in the Planck region and consequently the tube can be considered as 1-dimensional object, namely a ∆−string. ∆ means that the ends of the tube 1 are similar to a river delta because a spacetime foam spreads these attachment points.
In Ref's [1] the properties of the central part of the solution are investigated. In this paper the peripheral parts of the ∆-string solution will be studied. We will see that they have asymptotically flat spaces (tails) and intermediate regions. By neglecting the intermediate regions whole construction is similar to D−branes with string stretched between them.
2 The metric and ∆−string part of solution
We investigate the 5D metric G AB , A, B = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 in the following form
the functions a(r), ∆(r) and ψ(r) are the even functions and consequently the metric has a wormhole-like form; Q is the magnetic charge. The form of G 5µ = (ω, 0, 0, Q cos θ) (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) leads to the appearance of the radial electric and magnetic F fields. The 5D Einstein's equations are
here A, B are 5-bein indices; R AB and R are 5D Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature respectively; η AB = diag{1, −1, −1, −1, −1}. The 5D Einstein's equations for the metric (1) are
The solution of Maxwell equation (3) is
here q is the electric charge. The solutions are parametrized by electric q and magnetic Q charges [3] : as the relative strengths of the electric ans magnetic fields are varied is found that the solutions evolve in a following way:
The solution is a wormhole-like object. The throat between the surfaces at ±r H (r H is defined as follows: ∆(±r H ) = 0) is filled with both electric and magnetic fields. The longitudinal distance between the ±r H surfaces increases by q → Q.
2. q = Q. In this case the solution is an infinite flux tube filled with constant electrical and magnetic fields.
The cross-sectional size of this solution is constant (a = const.).
3. 0 < q < Q. In this case we have a singular finite flux tube located between two (+) and (-) electrical and magnetic charges located at ±r 0 . Thus the longitudinal size of this object is finite, but now the cross sectional size decreases as r → r 0 .
By q = Q the solution is the infinite flux tube
here we have parallel electric E and magnetic H fields with equal q 0 = Q 0 = 2a(0) electric and magnetic charges, a 0 = a(0). This solution is 5D analog of the 4D Levi-Civita-Robertson-Bertotti solution [4]- [5] . The ∆−string solution is the solution with δ = 1 − q/q 0 ≪ 1, q > Q. In Ref. [2] this solution in the region |r| < r H is investigated. The topology of this spacetime is R × S 1 × S 2 × [−r H , +r H ], where R is the time dimension; S 1 is the 5-th dimension; S 2 is the 2-sphere spanned on θ and ϕ angles; r ∈ [−r H , +r H ] is the radial coordinate. The linear sizes of S 1 and S 2 are in the Planck region. In Ref. [2] the next relation using numerical and approximate analytical calculations is derived a(r) + ∆(r)e 2ψ(r) ≈ 2a(0).
For q = 0 and q = Q this relation is exact one but for the q < Q and in the region r ∈ [−r H , +r h ] this relation was verified using numerical and approximate analytical calculations only. This equation shows us that in the region |r| < r H the cross section of the flux tube has the same order: a(0) < a(r) < 2a(0). If a(0) ≈ l 2 P l then the tube can be considered as one dimensional object because l P l is the least length in the nature. Also the investigations show us that the length L of the tube can be arbitrary long depending on δ: L δ→0 −→ ∞. All that allows us to call this flux tube as a string-like object: ∆−string. Now we would like to show that the ∆−string solution is nonsingular at the points ±r H where ∆(±r H ) = 0. For this we investigate the solution behaviour near to the point |r| ≈ r H where
The substitution in equations (3)- (7) gives us the following solution
In this case equation (8) has the following behaviour near to the points r = ±r H
where ω 1 is some constant depending on a 0,1 , ψ 1,2 , ∆ 1,2 . It leads to the following ω(r) behaviour
where ω 0 is some integration constant. The G tt metric component is
Then the metric (1) has the following approximate behaviour near to r = ±r H points
where g H = −e 2ψH 2qe −ψH ω 0 − a 1 − a 0 ψ 1 /q. It means that at the points r = ±r H the metric (1) is nonsingular.
The tails of the ∆−string
Now we would like to consider |r| > r H parts of the solution. The numerical investigation of the equations (3)- (7) are presented on Fig's 1-4 , We search the asymptotical behavior of the metric in the form
The solution is 
and consequently ∆ ∞ = e −2ψ∞ .
After substitution in equations (28)- (30) we have
As q ≈ l P l and Q ≈ l P l then on the tails of the ∆−string solution (|r| ≫ r H )
